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• Biological systems form the natural centerpiece 

– Complexity shaped by evolution; what are the general lessons? 

– Recognized by: APS, Physics Today,  many universities 

– Physics of Living Systems – NSF Science across Virtual Institutes 

 

 

• Biological physics, soft condensed-matter physics, nonlinear 

dynamics, polymer physics, fluid mechanics 

 

 

The physics of complex systems 

A new frontier for the 21st century 

http://www.physicstoday.org/pt/vol-54/iss-6/images/cov0601.pdf
http://www.physicstoday.org/pt/vol-54/iss-7/cov0701.pdf
http://www.aip.org/pt/vol-53/iss-9/captions/cover.html
http://www.physicstoday.org/pt/vol-54/iss-6/images/cov0601.pdf
http://www.physicstoday.org/pt/vol-54/iss-7/cov0701.pdf
http://www.aip.org/pt/vol-53/iss-9/captions/cover.html


A Graduate Student Professional Research Network Project of the

NSF Physics of Living System s Program

and hosted by the 

Center for  Theoret ical Biological Physics

Rice University

The PoLS [Graduate] Student Research Network (SRN) is a trans-institutional community-based network of graduate students and graduate student

educators all working on the physics of living systems. These institutions have been among the pioneers in stressing the use of both theoretical and

experimental physics to further the understanding of biology and biomedicine. The network structure will allow students at participating institutions (and a

select number of other students) to interact with their peers (both in-person and in-silico) and collectively help define the research agenda for this field.

This program includes visiting research internships to other institutions, which will serve both as a way of broadening students perspectives on possible

approaches to difficult research topics and as a way of creating collaborative ties between groups at the various sites. This structure will also enable the

exploration of various means of educating these students in biology, while also ensuring that they develop and maintain a firm grounding in physics.
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Example: The new view of protein folding 

 

•  Concept of funnel landscape is now              

taught in the biochemistry community  

 

•   Experimentalists routinely use this 

framework to interpret their data; e.g. paper 

in Proteins (1995) by JO,PW has over 1500 

citations 

 

•  Same is beginning to happen for insights 

into cell biology, neurobiology, and 

genetics/evolution. 

• Voet+Voet, Biochemistry 

• Lehninger, Biochemistry 

             (2000,2002) 

 A critical intellectual role for the physics community  

Huge Impact on Biology 



Huge Impact on Physics 

  Condensed-Matter ~1950’s    Biological Physics ~2000’s 

Focus: applying physics to materials Focus: applying physics to biology 

Methods: Band theory, Fermi liquids Methods: Electrostatics, Energy landscapes 

Applications: transistors Applications: drug design? 

New ideas: BCS theory New ideas: Theory of networks? 

Feedback to physics: still to come! 

•Higgs mechanism 

•Wilson RG and scaling 

•Phase transitions 

Feedback to physics: still to come! 

•Pattern formation via reaction-diffusion? 

•Robustness and vulnerability? 

•Self-assembly? 



   The paradigm of landscapes and 
mesoscopic organization 

 

  “The existence of rules of self-organization 
at the mesoscopic scale would have 
profound implications for all of science, 
not just biology, for noncrystalline matter 
often has curious and poorly understood 
behavior suggestive of mesoscopic 
organization’’ 

 

R. B. Laughlin et al (PNAS, 2000) 

Inroads into physics: landscapes, networks, noise 



Inroads into physics: landscapes, networks, noise 

   The universal structure of robust networks 

– Nature Structural Biology (2001): “It would appear that the 

proteome forms a scale-free or small-world network. Such networks 

have been identified in many non-biological contexts. The highly 

connected Internet is one of the most obvious examples” 

Internet Yeast 



Biological Physics Research Plan 

     Statistical      

    Biophysics       

     Molecular 

Biophysics  

Cell/Development 

Processes  

 Neurobiological 

 Physics  

Genomes -  Molecules – Cells - Organisms 

Networks – Self assembly – Parallelism - Sensing 



 Statistical 

 Biophysics     

 Neurobiological 

     Physics  

  Molecular 

  Biophysics  

Cell/Development 

   Processes  

The study of biological information as encoded in the genome 

•Genomics approached via statistical mechanics 

•Evolution as front motion on a fitness landscape 

•Thermodynamics of transcription regulatory logic 

The study of biomolecules as the underpinning of all biology 

•Quantum transport of electrons in proteins 

•Protein folding as diffusive motion on a funneled landscape 

•Molecular motors as generalized thermal ratchets 

Dynamical systems in space and time, shaped by evolution 

•Fractal/ordered patterns in bacterial colony growth  

•Nonlinear waves used for intracellular communication 

•Robust networks for chemotaxis decision-making 

The nervous system as the ultimate in complexity 

•Chaotic bursting in lobster neurons 

•Neural network applications to signal processing 

•Chemical learning at the synapse 



 

 

 Every page of a standard    

biology textbook contains 

exciting challenges for the 

physics community! 

 

 



 From Protein Folding to Theoretical Proteomics  

 

 

 One example - Protein Aggregation  

  

• Can simulation and modeling  

    methods deal with misfolding? 

 

• How can a misfolded protein affect  

    folding of neighboring ones? 

 

• What role does the sequence play?  

Native prions, mouse/hamster 



Synergy 
Example 1: Genetic Networks 

     Statistical      

    Biophysics       

     Molecular 

Biophysics  

Cell/Development 

Processes  

 Neurobiological 

 Physics  

Protein-DNA 

interactions 
Transcription         

regulation logic 
General physics 

of networks 



Protein-DNA interactions 

Protein-DNA 

interactions 
Transcription         

regulation logic 
General physics 

of networks 

Synergistic approach:  couple computational ab initio molecular scale research 

to frontier efforts on genetic regulatory networks  

A transcription factor dimer 

folds while binding to a DNA 

double helix  

 

Proposed mechanism for 

accelerating regulatory kinetics 

in a bacterial cell 



Neural Networks Genetic Networks 

Firing pattern 

Synapse strength 

Supervised learning 

Boltzmann machine 

Expression pattern 

Transcription factor binding 

Evolutionary dynamics 

Binding thermodynamics 

Theory of Biological Networks 

Synergistic approach:  compare and contrast genetic and neural network  

Application: Drosophila gene dynamics: 

from molecular scale physics to biology in 

a specific model organism 

Bier lab, UCSD 

Protein-DNA 

interactions 
Transcription         

regulation logic 
General physics 

of networks 



Synergy 
Example 2: Nonlinear Calcium dynamics 

     Statistical      

    Biophysics       

     Molecular 

Biophysics  

Cell/Development 

Processes  

 Neurobiological 

 Physics  

Subcellular 

scale (Mcell) 
Stochastic Ca++ 

dynamics  
Applications: 

neurons, heart 



Calcium is involved in gene expression, secreting hormones, altering 

cytoskeletal elements, muscle contractions etc. – example of the role of 

nonlinear spatially-extended dynamics in cellular biology 

Intracellular Calcium Dynamics 

             Xenopus: Spitzer/UCSD bio 

Synergy: Different expertises are 

needed to study the connection  

between the subcellular structure and 

calcium dynamics in differing cell types 

Gomez, T.M. and Spitzer, N.C. (1999). In vivo 

regulation of axon extension and pathfinding by  

growth-cone calcium  transients. Nature 397: 350. 

Subcellular 

scale (Mcell) 
Stochastic Ca++ 

dynamics  
Applications: 

neurons, heart 



Biological Physics: Bottom Line 

• Biological physics will make fundamental contributions to our 

understanding of complex systems, living and non-living 

 

• Biological physics will quickly become an integral part of all physics 

departments – today’s frontier will become tomorrow’s mainstream - 

 

• Biological physics is strongly coupled to the related disciplines of biology, 

biochemistry and bioengineering, but has its own unique character. 

 

  



Integrated Molecular and  

Cellular Approach to Bacteria  

Decision Making – with a taste of 

cancer 
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A genetic view of colon cancer 

progression Jones et al (PNAS 2008) Acquisition of phenotypic 

capabilities Hanahan etal (2011) 

Spatial Organization of 

Invasive Carcinoma 



Multi-faceted heterogeneity 

SPATIAL 

GENOMIC PHENOTYPIC 



Multi-faceted heterogeneity 
examples from microbes 

SPATIAL 

GENOMIC PHENOTYPIC 

Pattern Formation 

Decision Making 

•Gram positive bacteria 

•Dictyostelium 



Rapid development of drug resistance 

Cooperative behaviors  

Rapid proliferation 

Capacity to deceive the immune system 

High Phenotypic Variability  

Advanced Motility and Navigation 

Dormancy (sporulation) and relapse (germination) 



Paenibacillus vortex Social bacteria 

Physics of Living Systems 

Simplifying the Complexity 

Function, Sensing,  

    Information processing, 

          Communication, 

               Decisions 

               

14 cm 

6 Inch 

100 times the # of people on Earth 





Sporulation Competence 

Bet on better future Bet on the present 

Example I 

vs. 



Decision-Making is 

Stochastic on the Individual Cell Level  

and  

Deterministic on the Population Level 



28 

Sporulation and Competence in Bacillus 
subtilis 

The Decision Network 



Sporulation and Competence in Bacillus 
subtilis 

The Decision Network 



The road to sporulation 

Spo0A* 

S1 S2 time 

competence 

window 

early 

assessme

nt 

final 

commitment 

Sact 

Sact 

S1 

S2 

S1 S2 time Sact 

Spo0E

* 

Ωup 

Ω0 

Ωwindow 

The progression towards 

sporulation can be 

divided in 3 stages 

 •Early Assessment: 

dominated by the Rap 

system 

 •Competence Window: 

initiated with the 

repression of AbrB  

 •Final Commitment: 

competence is blocked and 

sporulation is inevitable  

The phosphorelay 

acts as a 

sporulation timer 

with an adjustable 

rate 

Ω=d(Spo0F*)/dt 



The competence window 

Spo0A 

 

 

AbrB 

 

 

 

 

Spo0E 

 

 

SinR SinI 

 

 

Rok 

 

 

ComK 

Spo0A* S1 S2 

ComKveg 

Rok AbrB 

X competence 

window 

AbrB and Rok bind to 

ComK in overlapping 

sites, so ComK is 

inhibited by a signal 

x = AbrB + Rok 

The interval between 

the initial repression 

of AbrB and the 

derepression of Rok 

opens a time window 

for competence 



Competence in B. subtilis 

Competence occurs 

only in a fraction of an 

isogenic population 

(around 10%)  

phenotypic variability can be obtained 

even from identical sequences of DNA  

stress signals 

high cell density 

fluctuations make 

decisions!  

Competent cells are 

able to capture DNA 

from the medium  

Süel, et al. Nature 440 (2006) 



Competence 

 

•Induced by  

stress signals and 

high cell density 

 

 

 

•Competence occurs in 

only a fraction of an 

isogenic population 

(around 10%) 

 

 

 

•Competent cells are 

able to capture DNA from 

the medium 

 

ComK 

comK 

ComK positive 

feedback loop 

is essential 

MecA/ClpP/C 

ComK levels are kept 

low by the 

MecA/ClpP/ClpC 

degradation complex 

ComS 

comS 

ComS competes 

with ComK for 

degradation 

ComK represses comS 



Different Behaviors 

stable  

bistable  

excitable 

Schultz, et al. PNAS 104 (2007) 

• 1 stable vegetative f.p. 

 
•1 stable vegetative f.p. •1 stable competent f.p. 

•1 stable vegetative f.p. •1 unstable competent f.p. 



Control of competence probability 

ComK 

MecA 

AbrB 

Rok 

competence 

ComP ComA 

RapC 
quorum 

(ComX) 

ComS 

AbrB and Rok 

can block 

competence by 

inhibiting 

ComK, where 

repression 

signal is 

x = AbrB+Rok 

The Quorum Sensing 

mechanism regulates the 

probability of 

competence transitions 

according to external 

signals 



Decisions 

Dephosphorylation of Spo0F* 

by Rap proteins require 

higher levels of stress for 

positive progression towards 

sporulation. 

Both ComX and CSF (PhrC)are 

necessary for competence. The 

probability reaches a maximum 

defined by the maximum production 

of ComS and the level of noise. 



The competence window 

Spo0A 

 

 

AbrB 

 

 

 

 

Spo0E 

 

 

SinR SinI 

 

 

Rok 

 

 

ComK 

Spo0A* S1 S2 

ComKveg 

Rok AbrB 

X competence 

window 

AbrB and Rok bind to 

ComK in overlapping 

sites, so ComK is 

inhibited by a signal 

x = AbrB + Rok 

The interval between 

the initial repression 

of AbrB and the 

derepression of Rok 

opens a time window 

for competence 



Adjustable Timer 

ComKAbrB

Rok

Spo0E

Spo0A

Spo0A
*

Spo0A*

ComKComKComKAbrB

Rok

Spo0E

AbrB

Rok

Spo0E

AbrB

Rok

Spo0E

Spo0A

Spo0A
*

Spo0A*

Spo0A

Spo0A
*

Spo0A

Spo0A
*

Spo0A

Spo0A
*

Spo0A*Spo0A*

ComKAbrB

Rok

Spo0E

Spo0A

Spo0A
*

Spo0A*

ComKComKComKAbrB

Rok

Spo0E

AbrB

Rok

Spo0E

AbrB

Rok

Spo0E

Spo0A

Spo0A
*

Spo0A*

Spo0A

Spo0A
*

Spo0A

Spo0A
*

Spo0A

Spo0A
*

Spo0A*Spo0A*

Signal 

Concentration 

time 

AbrB 

Rok 

AbrB 

Spo0E 

Spo0A* 

 

 



Stochastic Switch 

ComKAbrB

Rok

Spo0E

Spo0A

Spo0A
*

Spo0A*

ComKComKComKAbrB

Rok

Spo0E

AbrB

Rok

Spo0E

AbrB

Rok

Spo0E

Spo0A

Spo0A
*

Spo0A*

Spo0A

Spo0A
*

Spo0A

Spo0A
*

Spo0A

Spo0A
*

Spo0A*Spo0A*

ComK 

AbrB 

Rok 

AbrB 

Rok 

Competence  

Gating - CG 

CG ≡ (AbrB+Rok) 

Gating threshold 

Accumulated probability 

“Decision Window” 

“Decision Window” 

Transition probability/time 

“Decision Window” 

 



Sporulation-Competence signal transduction pathway for Bacillus Subtilis 

Can we understand molecular 

underpinnings that give rise to 

sporulation phenotypes? 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

102-103 TCS partners in bacteria  

How does a TCS protein coevolved to stay faithful to its signaling 
partner? 

 

 

 

HK HK HK HK HK HK 

RR 

RR 

RR 

 

Can we identify the molecular determinants of interaction recognition 

from abundant sequence data and limited structural data? 

 

Background on Two-component signaling  

 
P 

 
P 

 
P 

[Laub, Goulian. Annu Rev Genet. 2007] 



sequences > 1000  

DCA tries to disentangle direct from indirect residues-residue correlations from genomic 

data using a statistical inference method and a metric called Direct Information (DI)   

Direct Coupling Analysis (DCA) 

Prediction of intradomain contacts Prediction of interdomain contacts 

For example… 

Highest DI values reflect physical contacts between proteins 



ILIVDDQYGIRILLNEVFNKEGY-QTFQAANGLQALDIVTKERPDLVLLDMKIPGMDGIEILKRMKVIDENIRVIIMTAYGELDMIQESKELGALTHFAKPFDIDEIRDAVK

ILVVDDDMRLRALLERYLTEQGF-QVRSVANAEQMDRLLTRESFHLMVLDLMLPGEDGLSICRRLRSQSNPMPIIMVTAKGEEVDRIVGLEIGADDYIPKPFNPRELLARIR
1        10         20        30         40           50         60               70        80        90         100          110

Ki nA

OmpR

--GQLAAGIAHEIRNPLTAIKGFLQLMKP-TMEGNEH---YFDIVFSELSRIELILSELLMLAKPQQ-

-RTLLMAGVSHDLRTPLTRIRLATEMMSE------QD-GYLAESINKDIEECNAIIEQFIDYLRTG--
1        10        20               30               40               50               60            68

Spo0F

EnvZ

ß1 ß2α1 α2 ß3 α3 ß4 α4 ß5 α5

α1 α2

Predicted KinA-Spo0F complex 

Highest DI values reflect interprotein contacts between HK and RR 

DI ij = Pij

(dir )(A, B)ln
Pij

(dir )(A, B)

fi (A) f j (B)

æ

è
ç

ö

ø
÷

A,B

å

Direct pair distribution used to 

 compute Direct Information (DI) 

 between inter-protein pairs i and j: 

Schug, Weigt, Szurmant et al 



Sporulation kinase Sporulation response regulator 

          Spo0F                          Spo0A 

KinA 5.91 5.31 

KinB 5.44 5.06 

KinC 5.54 5.05 

KinD 5.91 5.38 

KinE 5.44 4.96 

DIScore= Pij

(dir )(Si ,Rj )ln
Pij

(dir )(Si ,Rj )

fi (Si ) f j (Sj )

æ

è
ç

ö

ø
÷

iÎHK , jÎRR

å

Testing predictive power in capturing 

interaction preference between different 

sporulation proteins of the HK and RR 

families 

Higher values appears to reflect preference of sporulation kinase to Spo0F but meaning of 

magnitude of this metric or relative differences between sporulation kinases is still being 

understood   

DCA-based recognition metric between interacting protein partners 

Related to Direct Information (DI): 



DIScore= Pij

(dir )(Si , Rj )ln
Pij

(dir )(Si, Rj )

fi (Si ) f j (Rj )

æ

è
ç

ö

ø
÷

iÎHK , jÎRR

å

Sequence= (S1,..., SNHK
, RNHK +1,..., RNHK +NRR

)

Using our metric to infer 

mutational effects on the 

functional interaction (i.e., 

phosphotransfer) between 

TCS proteins 

                   Characterizing Protein Recognition in TCS 

1) Construct database: concatenated 

multiple sequence alignments of 

known interacting partners, i.e., 

cognate pairs (30,623 sequences) 

 

Key assumption:  HK and RR that are 

adjacent on operon are cognate pairs  

 

2) DCA: computation of direct couplings    

between interprotein residues 

 

[Early work: Li et al. PNAS 2003,  

White et al. Methods Enzymology 2007, 

Skerker et al. Cell 2008] 



[Cheng, Morcos et al. PNAS. 2014] 

Under physiological 

conditions where the 

concentration of KinA 

is small compared to 

Km, 
d[P]

dt
»

Vmax[S]

Km

Mutagenesis of a response regulator 
 

Alanine-scanning mutagenesis of Spo0F (Tzeng and Hoch, JMB 1997) 

Signal 

detection DHp HATPase

domain

His~P

REC DNA-binding

domain

Asp

REC

Asp

His

Intermediate

Response Regulator

Intermediate

phosphotransferase

Histidine Kinase (HK)

Response Regulator (RR)

Phosphorelay



         EnvZ   OmpR 

Alanine-scanning mutagenesis of 

EnvZ (Capra et al. PloS Genetics 

2010) 

α1 α2 

Correlation ~ 0.80 

Correlation ~ 0.66 

Computationally predicted 

EnvZ/OmpR complex 

Comparison with in vitro experiments 



DIS(specific) = DIS- DIS(null )

Contains generic, 

conserved features of 

HK/RR pairs 

Cognate 

assumption 

No cognate assumption (i.e., 

scramble) 

Determinants of interaction 

specificity amongst cognate pairs 

 

   Characterizing specificity 



DIS(specific) = DIS- DIS(null )



Prediction of cognate pairs in E. Coli 
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Hybrid TCS proteins (~17,000) do not need to 

have a highly co-evolved recognition interface 

since tethering greatly increases their rate of 

encounter 

 

 (Consistent with Townsend et al, PNAS 

2013) 
Cartoon depiction of a hybrid TCS protein 

Applying DCA-based metric to hybrid TCS systems 



Primary Tumor 

Migrating Cells 

Micrometastasis 
With Ilan Tsarfaty’s Group 



Epithelial-Mesenchymal Transition 

(Jean Paul Thiery, Nature. 2002) 

Cancer metastases cause 90% of death in human cancers 
(Robert A Weinberg, Nature. 2013) 

Tight cell-cell adhesion 
Apico-basal polarity 
Non-motile, non-invasive 
Cobblestone shaped 
E-cadherin 

Single cells, no adhesion 
Front-back polarity 
Motile and invasive 
Spindle shaped 
N-cadherin 

EMT 

MET Collective cell migration with 

cell adhesion through E-

cadherin 

Transient phenotype 

Tight cell-cell adhesion 
Motile and invasive 
Spindle shaped 
E-cadherin 



Computational Modeling of the Core EMT Circuit 

(Lu, et al. JCBP 2013, Lu, et al. PNAS 2013,  

 Lu, et al. Cancer Research submitted) 

We found the existence of hybrid states 

m200 = gm200
H S(Z, lZ,m200

)H S(S, lS,m200
)- mZYm (m200 )- km200

m200

mZ = gmZ
H S(Z, lZ,mZ

)H S(S, lS,mZ
)- mZYm(m200 )- kmZ

m
Z

Z = gZmZL(m200 )- kZZ

m34 = gm34
H S(S, lS,m34

)H S(Z, lZ,m34
)- mSYm (m34 )- km34

m34

mS = gmS
H S(S, lS,mS

)H S(I , lI ,mS
)- mSYm(m34 )- kmS

m
S

S= gSmSL(m34 )- kSS

Production rates - g 

Innate degradation rates - k 

Transcriptional regulation – Hill function Hs 

miRNA-mediated degradation – Y  

miRNA-mediated translational inhibition – L 

S	miR-34	 SNAIL	

2	

1	

μ34	

Z	miR-200	 ZEB	

2	 2	

6	

3	

2	

μ200	

1	

1	

I  (HFG, NF-κB, Wnt, TGF-β, HIF1α)	

E-cadherin	

Polarity 

complexes	

N-cadherin	



Genomic and Proteomic Data Support the Model 

38 Lung Cancer Cell Lines 

(Mark J. Schliekelman, … , Samir M. Hanash, Submitted) 



Modeling Gene Circuit for Cells in Multi-cell Environment 

Single Cell Multiple Cells 

Cell-to-cell variability Cell-Cell communication Gene expression noise 

White Noise 

(Lu et al. Submitted) 
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EMT in Cell Population 

Expected Modeling Results 
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(Basu et al. Oncogene, 2010) 
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